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Introduction:  CRISM limb observations support 

unique Mars atmospheric vertical profile measure-
ments, ranging from atmospheric chemistry and 
transport [1, 2] to dust and ice aerosol opacity and par-
ticle size determinations [3]. The spectral range of 
CRISM imaging spectroscopy (λ=0.43-3.8 µm) and the 
extended vertical coverage are well suited to new aero-
sol measurements in the poorly observed mesosphere 
of Mars (50-90 km). Here we report that Mars meso-
spheric ice clouds are observed in CRISM 2011-2013 
visible-near-IR limb scans for two distinct cases; for an 
equatorial CO2 cloud (Reff ~1.5 µm), and for fine (Reff 
~0.5 µm) H2O clouds associated with southern perihe-
lion cloud trails [4].  

Mars mesospheric CO2 clouds have been observed 
in a variety of imaging and spectroscopic data sets 
[e.g., 5-11], indicating that these remarkable low lati-
tude, bulk atmosphere forming clouds are associated 
with wave perturbations to cold mesospheric tempera-
tures bracketing Mars aphelion. A December 2013 
(Ls=62°) CRISM limb detection of such a cloud pro-
vides a fairly direct cloud particle measurement, con-
firming distinctly large particle sizes for such a low 
pressure atmospheric regime (P ~ µbars). 

Mars perihelion cloud trails (PCT) appear to repre-
sent strong local vertical transport over southern sub-
solar regions of peak surface heating, where locally-
forced water ice cloud plumes are entrained at the 50 
km base of the Mars mesospheric zonal circulation. 
These cloud trails are composed of very fine H2O ice 
particles, and correspond to very specific surface loca-
tions and local time/seasons of occurrence [4]. CRISM 
limb observations of fine water ice hazes in close spa-
tial/time correspondence with MARCI imaged perihe-
lion cloud trails in 2011 (Ls=265°) indicate that these 
fine water ice particles extend to higher altitudes and 
larger spatial/local time extents above the 50 km, early 
afternoon cloud trails. 

Mesospheric CO2 Cloud Observation:  The 
CRISM limb detection of a mesospheric CO2 cloud 
was obtained on December 13, 2013 (figure 1). The 
location (15S,73W) and season (Ls=62°) of this isolat-
ed mesospheric cloud (blue dot at 65km) fall near the 
boundaries of current seasonal/latitudinal/longitude 
ranges for mesospheric CO2 cloud occurrence [9]. 
However, the spectral character of cloud scattering is 
unlike all other CRISM limb spectral of aerosols and 
diagnostic of CO2 visble-near IR scattering (figure 2). 
The solid lines indicates the observed spectral scatter-

ing of this cloud (black) versus a simple scattering 
model for micron-sized CO2 ice aerosols (blue), where 
the 2.5-3.5 µm spectral absorption is imprinted from 
spectral reflection by the lower silicate surface and 
H2O ice clouds. For comparison, the scattering spec-
trum below this mesospheric cloud (dashed line, 35 km 

 
Figure 1. CRISM observed profiles of atmospheric 
limb brightness (in I/F) indicate an isolated limb cloud 
at 65 km, 14S for this 70W, Ls=62° MRO orbit. 
 
altitude at the top of the H2O aphelion clouds) shows 
how distinct it is from water ice clouds and particularly 
fine H2O clouds characteristic of high altitudes (see 
below). A limb radiative transfer analysis of the ob-
served spectrum indicates fairly pure CO2  ice particles 
with Reff ~1.5 µm. Such large CO2 particle sizes have 
been inferred from previous observations [7,8,9,10]. 
As only this one CRISM limb detection is available so   

Figure 2. Observed (black) and modeled (blue) spectra 
of ice clouds at altitudes of 35 km (dashed, H2O) and 
65 km (solid, CO2). The season and location of this 
CO2 cloud is consistent with previous observations. 
 
far, variability in mesospheric CO2 cloud particle sizes 
remains possible [9].  However, it is also possible that 
attributed smaller CO2 cloud particle sizes [8] may 
reflect smaller size H2O clouds in the mesosphere of 
Mars [10]. Such clouds are the subject of the second 
part of this  abstract. 
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Fine Mesospheric H2O Ice Clouds in Association 
with Perihelion Cloud Trails:  Quite distinct cloud 
features are prominent in the perihelion southern sea-
son, within the troposphere and mesosphere. Localized 
(10-100km) plumes of water ice cloud generation re-
peat over specific southern low-latitude regions (nota-
bly, Melas Chasma in Valles Marineris), in peak sur-
face heating conditions of perihelion in early afternoon 
local times. These plumes generate very fine ice parti-
cle clouds at 40-50 km altitudes that are entrained the 
strong mesospheric zonal winds, leading to westward 
extended (200-700 km) cloud trails [4]. An outbreak of 

 
Figure 3. MARCI 320nm image of a set of perihelion 
cloud trails (Ls=265°) in Syria Planum, concident with 
CRISM spectral limb observations of fine H2O ice 
clouds at 65 km. 
 
such perihelion cloud trails (PCT) was imaged by 
MARCI at the same time CRISM limb observations 
were obtained, on March 31, 2011 (Ls=265°). Figure 3 
indicates a MARCI-imaged set of PCT’s over the 
western margins of Syria (top-11S,107W) and Solis 
(bottom-37S,103W) Planum; in relation to CRISM 
limbview (in blue) cloud spectra measurements, which 
are shown in Figure 4.  Four such sets of PCT and limb 
scans occurred along this 103W-centered orbit, at loca-
tions of 7S, 15S, 28S, and 36S. In each of the CRISM 
limb scans, a detached layer of fine H2O ice clouds 
(Reff ~0.4-0.6 µm) was observed over 50-70 km alti-
tude region. Hence, the optically bright PCT water ice 

clouds (ztop=40-50km, τ=0.1-0.3, Reff~0.5 µm- from 
cloud shadow measurements [4]) are accompanied by 
50-70 km optically thin (τ~ 0.001) water ice clouds of 
similarly small particle sizes.  

 
Figure 4. CRISM limb spectra taken at the indicated 
locations (also as blue lines on Figure 3), for tangent 
altitudes of 55-68 km, indicate small H2O particles 
similar to those created at the top of the perihelion 
cloud trail apparent in figure 3. 
 
It appears that the mesosphere at this time, and perhaps 
when PCT are most active, is near water vapor satura-
tion conditions. In fact, CRISM limb observations of 
of mesospheric water ice clouds, with the exception of 
polar hood conditions, appear most prominently in the 
perihelion season. The extended (in Ls, latitude, longi-
tude, MY) set of CRISM limb observations indicate 
that such fine water ice cloud particles characterize all 
observed detached cloud layers above 50 km, with the 
singular exception of the CO2 cloud spectrum observed 
in December 2013 (Figure 2). 
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